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Structure of high spin states in 104Sn: E2 and E3 polarization of the 100Sn core
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High spin states in104Sn were identified in the reaction58Ni( 50Cr, 2p2n) at 200 and 205 MeV beam
energies. Theg-ray energies, intensities, multipolarities, and lifetimes of high spin states were measured with
the GASP spectrometer array in combination with a plunger apparatus by means of the recoil distance Doppler
shift method. The deduced level scheme and transition probabilities are compared to the results of large-scale
shell model calculations using three independent two-body interactions. The agreement of the level energies is
satisfactory, except for a cascade of dipole transitions at high spins. The general good agreement found forE2
transition strengths implies a large effective neutron polarization charge. The shell-model calculations do not
account for the measured enhancedE3 transitions for which a core excited octupole phonon admixture is
indicated.@S0556-2813~98!01307-7#

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Tg, 21.60.Cs, 23.20.Lv, 27.60.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

Besides single particle structure and the residual inte
tion, core excitations ofE2 andE3 type are the most inter
esting features of a doubly magic nucleus. Until recen
little was known in this respect on theN5Z550 shell clo-
sure at 100Sn. With the first results on low lying excite
levels andE2 transitions in theTz51 neighbors98Cd @1#
and 102Sn @2#, the Tz5

3
2 nucleus 99Cd @3# and theTz52

nucleus 104Sn @4#, controversial evidence on theE2 polar-
ization charges for protons and neutrons became availa
From the single-particle structure, a large similarity to56Ni
is expected, which due to theLS-open core is subject to
strongE2-type core excitations@5#. This is corroborated by
the systematics ofI p521 states, which imply the existenc
of a low-lying 21 state in100Sn@6#. Also in light Sn isotopes
collective bands of magnetic rotation~‘‘shears’’! character
were identified@7#, which raises the question of how littl
deformation is needed to enable this new collective phen
enon. Therefore an experiment was designed to study
high spin structure of104Sn, which can be reached with re
sonable production cross section, and to measure ele
magnetic transition rates in this nucleus.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out aiming at the measu
ment of short lifetimes in the range of several hundred fe
toseconds to 0.5 ns in a number of nuclei withZ;50 and
N.50. The shortest lifetimes, below 1 ps were accessibl
the Doppler shift attenuation method~DSAM! @8# with a
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~1!/108~8!/$15.00
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0.45 mg/cm2 thick 58Ni target on a backing made of 5
mg/cm2 Au. It was not possible to find Doppler broadene
lines for 104Sn, but this measurement served to extend
level scheme of this nucleus significantly. For longer lif
times ~1 ps–0.5 ns! the recoil distance method~RDM! @8#
was used with the Cologne plunger@9#, and a 1.2 mg/cm2

thick target of58Ni and a Au stopper of 12.3 mg/cm2 thick-
ness. Data were taken for 12 distances ranging from 16mm
to 7 mm, corrected for an offset of 12~3! mm. Each flight
distance was set with a piezoelectric linear motor and re
lated via a piezofeedback system, and the capacitance o
target-stopper system.

The experiment was performed at the INFN Laboratory
Legnaro. The50Cr beam provided by the tandem accelera
had energies of 205 and 200 MeV for the RDM and DS
measurement, respectively. The104Sn nucleus was populate
in the 2p2n exit channel from the108Te compound nucleus
with 0.7% of the total population as estimated by t
CASCADE computer code@10#. The production cross sectio
extracted in an earlier study of this nucleus was 2 mb@4# for
the same reaction and a very similar excitation energy of
compound nucleus. There were about 20 other nuclei po
lated with larger cross section in this reaction.

The g radiation was measured with the GASP spectro
eter@11# with an efficiency increased to;5% in comparison
to the standard value of;3% by dismounting the BGO inne
ball. The distance from the detector to the target was redu
from 24 to 17 cm. The beam of;5 pnA provided by the
tandem accelerator and the high efficiency of the GASP
lowed for selection of tripleg-ray coincidences as valid
108 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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PRC 58 109STRUCTURE OF HIGH SPIN STATES IN104Sn: E2 . . .
events at a rate of;83103/s. In addition for the RDM
measurement the trigger condition was sharpened by exc
ing events with threeg rays from a 90° ring, consisting o
eight detectors, since they are not subject to a Doppler s

The data from the promptg-ray experiment were sorte
into nonsymmetric energyg-g matrices and a symmetrize
g-g-g cube. The energy calibration was based on three s
dardg-ray sources133Ba, 152Eu, and56Co for the measured
energy range from 70 keV to 3.9 MeV. In the analysisg rays
were selected from the 50 and 200 ns wide prompt windo
for double and triple coincidences, respectively. The mut
coincidences and relative intensities of transitions were
duced from the triple matrix and normalized to the 1260 k
ground state transition from the first excited state. The an
lar distribution intensity ratios ofg rays were measured a
two independent angles;34°, respectively, 145° and 90
with respect to the beam direction. The nonsymmetric ma
ces, withg-ray events from detectors at all angles on o
axis and events from detectors at the above given angles
on the other axis, were incremented. The reference value
the intensity ratios were determined from the calculation
angular distributions based on Ref.@12#. The expected ratio
values are 0.7–0.9 for a stretched dipole, 1.5–1.9 fo
stretched quadrupole, and;2.0 for a stretched octupole tran
sition. Since the parities of the states and the multipolari
of the nonstretched transitions cannot be determined f
the angular distribution ratios, the assumption of populat
of predominantly yrast states and decreasing spin with e
emittedg ray was made. Since the condition of population
yrast states only is not fulfilled in general, most of the sp
and parities, that were assigned from the angular distribu
intensity ratios, must be considered tentative.

The lifetimes of excited states in the RDM measurem
were analyzed from the intensity variation of the stopp
component ofg rays only. The transitions below the lon
lived 61 state„t52.2(3) ns@4#…, where only the stopped
component exists, namely, 1260, 683, and 314 keV, w
used for a gate, selecting104Sn. Fourg-g matrices were
sorted for each distance. Each matrix was built fromg rays
detected at one of the angles of 34.5°, 145°, 59°, 120.5
coincidence with any otherg-ray registered. The intensity o
the stopped component was normalized for each distanc
the total number of counts in the matrix . The high density
g-ray lines in theg-g spectrum made an analysis of th
flight component impossible. The correct feeding patterns
deduced from theg-ray intensities, were taken into accoun

III. RESULTS

The structure of104Sn was studied for the first time by th
Berlin group @4#, who assigned seveng rays at 1260, 683
314, 1183, 540, 1858, and 594 keV to this nucleus~Fig. 1!
and placed them as shown in Fig. 2. The mean lifetime of
I p561 state was determined tot52.2(3) ns. In the presen
work the level scheme could be extended up to almost
MeV excitation energy, as seen in Fig. 2. The double-ga
spectrum shown in Fig. 1 was constructed from the first g
on the 314 keV transition and the second gate on the 12
683, 1183, or 540 keV lines. There are seventeeng rays
found in 104Sn and two additional, labeled with stars in Fi
d-
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1, at energies of 250 and 612 keV, that could not be placed
the level scheme.

A. Even parity states

The existence of the 61 isomer was confirmed in the mea-
surement, with threeg rays at energies 314, 683, and 126
keV forming a cascade depopulating this long-lived state, b
its lifetime was too long to be measured with the plunge
apparatus and could not be remeasured. Their angular dis
bution ratios clearly indicate a quadrupole character of tho
transitions~see Table I!. Their order could not be determined
since there is no parallel branch observed, and was tak
from Ref. @4# and systematics. Similarly two coincidentg
rays at energies 1183 and 540 keV have quadrupole char
ter. Both transitions show the same lifetime which was we
measurable with the plunger method usingg-g coincidences,
yielding t5150(20) ps~see Table II and Fig. 3! as the life-
time of the 101 state. In addition the weakg-ray at 1281
keV, feeding the 81 state, is not in coincidence with the 540
keV line and therefore determines the order of those tw
transitions.

B. Odd parity states

The g-ray flux above the 101 state is highly fragmented
into many branches. There are three high-energy dipole tra
sitions among them at energies of 1858, 2053, and 2104 ke
This high energy of a dipole transition indicatesE1 character
and hence the change of parity of the final state with respe
to the initial state. In addition the 1858 and 2053 keV dipol
transitions form two cascades with the 594 and 436 ke

FIG. 1. The tripleg-g-g coincidence spectrum obtained from a
gate on the 314 keV line in the sum of fourg-g matrices gated with
the 1260, 682, 1183, 540 keV lines in104Sn.
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FIG. 2. The level scheme adopted for104Sn based on mutualg-g-g coincidences, extracted information ong-ray multiplicities and
lifetimes of excited states. On the right-hand side the shell model approach of three independent calculations is shown for comp
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transitions, with crossover transitions at 2452 and 2489 k
respectively~see Fig. 2!. The angular distribution intensity
ratios indicate quadrupole character for the two lower-ene
transitions at 594 and 436 keV energy.

For the first triple set ofg rays, the order of the 1858 an
594 keV transitions is firmly determined by a cascade of t
transitions~1117 and 1281 keV! feeding the 81 state. The
quadrupole character of the 594 keV line, and the dip
character of the coincident 1858 keV transition require
octupole crossover transition. This is supported by the str
anisotropy of the high-energy line at 2452 keV, depopulat
the same state at 6433 keV energy, and thus assigned
an octupole transition~see Table I!. From a Weisskopf esti-
mate the competition of a quadrupole 594 keV and octup
2452 keV transitions is only possible when they areE2 and
E3 transitions, respectively. This determines definitely
1858 keV transitions to be ofE1 character. Additionally, the
effective lifetime of the state at 6433 keV excitation ener
was determined to 63~10! ps based on the information from
the 594 and 1858 keV lines~see Table II!. This excludes the
possibility for the 2452 keVg ray being anM3 transition.
,
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Therefore, we propose the 111
2 and 131

2 assignment for the
states at 5839 and 6433 keV energy, respectively.

A second weak branch from the 111
2 state consists of the

1117 and 1281 keV lines. They are both weak and the an
lar distribution intensity ratios could not be determined. T
order of the twog rays is based on a very weak coinciden
between the 1117 and 540 keV transitions, which also
plains the significantly higher intensity of the 1117 keV lin
with respect to the 1281 keV transition. The intermedia
level tentatively placed at 4721 keV excitation energy is
signed to haveI p5(92), based on theoretical argumen
~see discussion below!. The (92)→101 transition is not ob-
served, which is consistent with its small transition energy
comparable reduced strength of the twoE1 transitions would
yield less than 20% for the (92)→101 branch, which is
below the detection limit of the present experiment.

The second triple set ofg rays at 436 and 2489 keV
energy, depopulating the state at 6469 keV, and a dip
transition at 2053 keV is very similar to the first one, a
though experimental information is scarce. The order of
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PRC 58 111STRUCTURE OF HIGH SPIN STATES IN104Sn: E2 . . .
436 keV line and 2053 keV dipole transition could not
determined from the experiment. Since the 436 keV line
most likely a quadrupole transition, based on angular dis
bution intensity ratios, the crossover 2489 keVg ray is as-

TABLE I. Energies, intensities, and angular distribution inte
sity ratios @ I (34°)1I (146°)/I (90°)# for the g rays belonging to
104Sn.

Eg @keV# I g Intensity ratios I i
p→I f

p

314.2~1! 94~2! 1.89~8! 61→41

384.6~2! 7~1! 0.8~3! (142)→(132
2)

411.7~3! 8~2! 0.8~3!

421.1~2! 28~2! 0.8~2! (142)→(131
2)

436.1~2! 13~2! 1.5~4! (132
2)→(112

2)
445.9~2! 16~2! 0.8~2!

496.5~2! 19~2! 0.8~2! (122)→(113
2)

540.2~1! 81~3! 1.81~9! 101→81

544.1~3! 8~1! 0.9~2! (133
2)→(122)

547.1~3! 16~2! 1.0~3!

594.0~1! 33~3! 1.4~2! (131
2)→(111

2)
597.2~3! 14~2! 1.2~3!

682.8~1! 93~2! 1.68~8! 41→21

1117.0~5! 11~2! (111
2)→(92)

1143.5~4! 13~2! →(142)
1183.1~1! 97~2! 1.81~9! 81→61

1260.2~1! 100~2! 1.60~9! 21→01

1281.1~5! 7~2! (92)→81

1564.8~5! 4~2! →(131
2)

1858.5~3! 26~3! 0.9~2! (111
2)→101

2053.2~4! 11~2! 0.8~3! (112
2)→101

2104.0~4! 19~2! 0.9~2! (113
2)→101

2451.8~5! 6~2! 2.0~3! (131
2)→101

2488.7~5! 6~1! 2.1~3! (132
2)→101
s
i-

signed as the 2452 keV line to an octupole transition~see
Table I!. From the systematics of even mass Sn isotopes~see
Fig. 4! @2,13,14#, even-parity states above the 101 in 104Sn
are expected at a very high energy, as indicated by the
creasing energy of the 141 level when going from110Sn to
108Sn, and the nonobservation of any positive-parity st
above 5.3 MeV excitation energy in106Sn, which was stud-
ied up to 11 MeV@13#. The energy of theI 511,12,13 nega-
tive parity states in this region also increases with decrea
neutron number and is expected to reach 6 MeV in104Sn.
This would confirm a change of parity of the observed sta
above the 101 and would also indicate the order of the 43
and 2053 keVg rays as shown in Fig. 1. The lifetime of th
6469 keV state could not be measured directly from the 4
and 2489 keV lines because excessive background and/
lack of intensity. The effective lifetime was measured
52~12! ps, based on the decay curve of the 2053 keV li
which gives an upper limit for the lifetime of the state
6469 keV. From this limit only theE3 possibility is left for
this line, which determines the relation of the quadrup
436 keV and the dipole 2053 keV transitions. There are t
possible combinations for these twog rays; one where the
dipole is anE1 and the quadrupole isE2, and the otherM1
andM2, respectively. The latter possibility is excluded sin
an M2 transition of 436 keV energy would be many orde
of magnitude slower than the.52 ps limit. Thus an option
similar as for the above mentioned three transitions depo
lating the (131

2) state is most probable. Therefore the leve
at 6032 and 6469 keV excitation energy are assigned te
tively to 112

2 and 132
2 states. The reduced transitio

strengths for the 436 and 2489 keVE2 respectivelyE3 tran-
sitions appear to be large as compared to the single-par
transition~see Table II!.

The level at 6853 keV excitation energy is depopulated
two dipole transitions at 421 and 385 keV energy, whi
feed the 131

2 and 132
2 states, respectively. This is also a
.
TABLE II. Extracted lifetimes and transition probabilitiesB(sl) for 104Sn in comparison to calculations
The lifetimes measured indirectly are indicated by a superscript.

Ex I i
p t I f

p Eg sl Bexp BEMP BBR BREI

@keV# @ps# @keV# @W.u.# @W.u.# @W.u.# @W.u.#

2257 61 2200~300! a 41 314 E2 4.1a 0.76 2.5 2.15
3440 81 ,20 61 1183 E2 .0.6
3981 101 150~20! 81 540 E2 4.1~6! 1.82 8.7 3.32
5839 (111

2) ,8 101 1858 E1 .631026

5839 (111
2) ,8 b (92) 1117 E2 .0.6b 6.3 2.7 8.15

6085 (113
2) 1.0~4! 101 2104 E1 >3.431025

6433 (131
2) 63~10! (111

2) 594 E2 >4.2 7.3 2.3 9.2
6433 (131

2) 63~10! d 101 2452 E3 >7 d 0.01 6.3 0.03
6469 (132

2) 52~12! e (112
2) 436 E2 >17 e 1.3 0.1 5.7

6469 (132
2) 52~12! e 101 2489 E3 >17 e 7.3 0.5 1.9

6581 (122) <1.4c (113
2) 497 M1 >0.17c 431024 0.004 0.007

(121
2) (112

2) 0.12 0.012 0.08

aValue known from previous measurement@4#.
bValue deduced from RDM analysis of the 1.858 MeV transition.
cValue deduced from RDM analysis of the 2.104 MeV transition.
dValue deduced from RDM analysis of the 0.594 MeV transition.
eValue deduced from RDM analysis of the 2.053 MeV transition.
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argument for identical spin and parity of the two levels
6469 and 6433 keV energy. The lifetime of the state at 68
keV could not be measured, because of the high densit
lines in the 300–600 keV energy range, and hence rap
changing background, but it is likely shorter than the effe
tive lifetimes of the states at 6433 and 6469 keV excitat
energy. The 421 and 385 keV lines are most probablyM1
transitions, sinceE1 transitions of such low energy are us
ally not observed. AnE1 character of these transitions wou
require a change of parity of the state at 6853 keV ene
with respect to the 132 states, which again is not expecte
from the systematics of the Sn isotopes~see Fig. 4!. Thus the
state at 6853 keV is tentatively assigned to 142.

The third high-energy dipole transition depopulating t
state at 6085 keV is coincident with the 497 keV dipo
transition. The crossover transition is not observed. The v
short effective lifetime of 1.0~4! ps deduced from the 210
keV transition allowsE1 andM1 character of the 2104 keV
transition, andM1 of 497 keV. The systematics of even S
isotopes shown in Fig. 4 does not account for any positi
parity yrast state between 4 and 7 MeV, thereforeE1 multi-
polarity is assigned to the 2104 keV transition andI p5122

to the 6581 keV state. The order of those two transitio
could not be determined from the intensity balance~see
Table I! and is based on theoretical arguments. The propo
order indicates spin 11\ and tentative negative parity of th
state at 6085 keV. The level at 7125 keV excitation ener

FIG. 3. Normalized intensity of the stopped component o
giveng ray as a function of the distance between target and stop
The lines show the best fit obtained after taking into account
feeding pattern.
t
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depopulated by the 544 keV dipole and most probablyM1
transition, is tentatively assigned to the 133

2 state.

C. States aboveEx58 MeV

For the state at 7997 keV excitation energy and hig
lying states no spin assignments were possible becaus
lack of experimental information for the connecting tran
tions. On the basis of the measuredg-ray anisotropies, the
cascade on top of this state has dipole character. Du
statistical uncertainties the order of theseg rays remains un-
determined. From the dipole character of these transitio
and the fact that no further shell-model states are expecte
this energy, we suggest that these states represent p
particle-hole excitations. In the neighboring nucleus105Sn a
similar band structure has been identified as a magnetic
tation shears band@7#.

IV. DISCUSSION

The interpretation of the level scheme shown in Fig. 2
based on the coupling of four valence-neutron particles
104Sn, that occupy in the ground state the (d5/2,g7/2)

4 con-
figuration outside the closed100Sn core. There are indica
tions @15# that these two orbitals are almost degenerate. T
neutrons scattered within those two orbitals give to
nucleus a maximum spin of 6\, which is the maximum spin
for this multiplet in 102Sn and is indicated with a black dot i
Fig. 4. TheE2 type of the transitions connecting those sta
indicates two-quasiparticle character up to the 61 state, simi-
larly as recently found for102Sn @2#. The breaking of a sec
ond pair of neutrons is indicated by the characteristic
creased energy of the 1183 keV 81→61 transition. The
observation of an energy gap between 3981 and 5839
indicates raising one neutron to theh11/2 orbital and hence a
change of parity of the levels above the 101 state. The ex-
ception is made for a state at~4721 keV! energy that is fed

r.
e

FIG. 4. Systematics of selected yrast and yrare states in e
mass Sn isotopes. The spins of the levels are indicated next to
corresponding lines. Black dots indicate the last nucleus whe
given spin-parity multiplet is possible to be formed.
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PRC 58 113STRUCTURE OF HIGH SPIN STATES IN104Sn: E2 . . .
only by a weakg ray of 1117 keV. It is assigned to aI p

5(92) two-quasiparticle state that results likely from th
coupling of the configuration (d5/2,g7/2)01

2 for one pair of
neutrons andg7/2h11/2 for the other pair of valence neutron
It is also in agreement with the energy of the 92 state ex-
pected from the systematics of Sn isotopes~Fig. 4!. From
one particle in theh11/2 shell and three in thed5/2, g7/2 or-
bitals the maximum spin of 14\ is expected in the energ
region of other negative parity states, which is confirmed
the systematics. More than one configuration forI p5112

and 132 is expected, which also is supported by the expe
mental observation. The state at 6085 keV is assigned
113

2 state based on the argument of a high lyingh11/2 shell
and no other possibility of gaining spin above the 101 state
as found for the 111

2 and 112
2 states. Still higher-spin level

observed in the experiment have to be explained by raisin
second neutron to theh11/2 orbital. This costs additional.2
MeV in excitation energy. The observed gap in the expe
ment between 6853 and 7997 keV, on which a cascad
dipole transitions is built, seems to be significantly lower.
this energy region also core excitations of protons and n
trons are expected@7#. The cascade of dipole transitions
most probably built on core excitations, and may be rela
to the magnetic rotation found recently in105Sn @7#, where a
regular band of dipole transitions is observed. The expec
transitions are ofM1 type. The phenomena of magnetic r
tation have been explained by Frauendorf@16# as closing
together the angular momentum vector of a few align
high-j proton holes towards that of a few, initially strong
coupled, high-j neutrons, which at the band head are alm
at right angle. For the nuclei in the100Sn region the configu-
ration suited for this structure isp(g9/2

21g7/2) coupled to neu-
trons in theh11/2 orbit and in the orbits originating from th
mixed d5/2 andg7/2 multiplets @7#.

A. Shell model calculation and level scheme

We have performed calculations using the shell-mo
code OXBASH @17# for three independent sets of two-bod
matrix elements in then2d5/2, 1g7/2, 3s1/2, 2d3/2, and
1h11/2 model space. The results of the calculations are sho
in Fig. 2 for each type of interaction. The first set of neutro
neutron interactions named EMP was obtained from a r
istic interaction in combination with scaled matrix elemen
from the lead region for multiplets involving the 1h11/2 or-
bital. For details of the interaction see Refs.@4,18#. The sec-
ond set of interactions BR was obtained from scaled ma
elements forN582 nuclei @19#. The third type of realistic
effective interactions REI was obtained from Ref.@20#. They
are based on a perturbative many-body description with
most recent meson-exchange potential models for
nucleon-nucleon interaction. The adopted single-particle
ergies are shown in Table III. Since the low spind3/2 ands1/2
orbital energies are not well determined, as they are not
served in the yrast states populated in the fusion-evapora
reactions, they might be varied within a range of;1 MeV.
The model space was restricted only for the case of the E
interaction to the maximum of three particles distributed
the d3/2, s1/2, andh11/2 orbitals.

The shell model space involving the lowest lyin
n2d5/2,1g7/2 orbitals is exhausted withI p5101 for 104Sn,
y
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while the spin 121 is still possible in106Sn ~see Fig. 4!. The
states up to 101 are rather well reproduced in all three ca
culations. The significantly lower energy of the 3s1/2 orbital
in the REI calculations causes a larger splitting of the 41 and
61 levels, which is closer to the experimental value than
two other calculations. The excitation of one neutron into
1h11/2 orbital is indicated by changing the parity of the stat
to negative up to spin 14\, while two neutrons in the 1h11/2
orbital change the parity to positive again for the 151 and
161 states. All the experimental levels in the range of ex
tation energy 5.8–7.2 MeV could be accounted for in t
calculations as seen in Fig. 1. The three different sets
interactions show small deviations in level energies.104Sn is
the highestZ550 isotope where the energy spacing betwe
the n2d5/2 and then1h11/2 orbitals may be explicitly visible
by observation of theE3 transition (2d5/2,1g7/2)

3h11/2;132

→(2d5/2,1g7/2)
4;101, while the 111

2→101 transition en-
ergy is well reproduced in all calculations the energy of t
131

2 state is significantly reduced in the BR and REI calc
lations. The 112

2 and 113
2 energies are reproduced best wi

the BR interaction, while the EMP and REI calculations
not agree as well with the experiment. This might be rela
to the small single particle energy difference between
1g7/2 and 2d5/2 orbitals for the BR calculations. In all thre
calculations the energy between the 132

2 and 131
2 states

could not be reproduced, while the agreement is good for
133

2 and 131
2 splitting energy and the 122, 142, and 133

2

states. In the BR single-particle energies, a shift of.100
keV of the 1h11/2 energy should be considered. The energ
of the dipole band found in the experiment above 7.9 M
excitation energy cannot be reproduced in any of the ca
lations, and thus are considered to originate from outside
model space. This would be a confirmation of the origin
these states from core excitations.

B. Electromagnetic transition strengths

The comparison of the experimental reduced transit
probabilities with the calculations is shown in Table II. Th
E2 transition strength from the two-quasiparticle 61 state,
known from a previous measurement@4#, is not reproduced
by any calculation if the usual neutron effective charge
1.44 is used@4#, as throughout this paper. The main comp
nent of the 61→41 transition in the calculation is the so
called spin flip 1g7/22d5/2

3 →1g7/2
2 1d5/2

2 , which has a small
reduced matrix element, and thus produces a smallB(E2)
value. A significant improvement is achieved when t
single particle energy of the 3s1/2 orbital is reduced, i.e., its

TABLE III. Single particle energies used in three different sh
model approaches.

Orbital EMP BR REI
nl j Energy@MeV#

2d5/2 211.13 210.15 211.13
1g7/2 210.93 210.10 210.93
3s1/2 29.30 28.40 210.23
2d3/2 29.20 28.09 29.63
1h11/2 28.60 27.85 28.43
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binding energy is increased. The wave function of the1

state then contains more of the 1g7/23s1/2 configuration,
which is not possible for the 61 state, and hence the tota
reduced matrix element is increased by a strong stretc
component 1g7/22d5/2→1g7/23s1/2. A similar behavior is
observed for the 101→81 reduced transition probability
For the BR calculations this value is too large which
caused most probably by the different single-particle en
gies of the 1g7/2 and 2d5/2 orbitals with respect to the othe
calculations. This corroborates the large effective neut
charge used in the present work and excludes even la
values as has been invoked earlier@4#. Recently the 61

→41 transition in 102Sn was studied yielding a similar e
fective charge@21#. The sensitivity of theB(E2) values to
the single-particle energies, which presently are not kno
precisely@18#, should be taken as a sign of caution in t
discussion of the effective neutron charge. The large ef
tive charge is pointing to a low-lyingI p521 state in 100Sn
as also deduced from the systematics ofI p521 energies in
56Ni and 100Sn isotopes and isotones@6#. This is at variance
with the small polarization charge found for protons in98Cd
@1#.

Reasonable agreement of the calculation with experim
is found for the 122→112 M1 transition when the calcu
lated 112

2 state is taken instead of the 113
2 . This change was

also applied to the 132
2→112 E2 transition, but did not,

however, improve the discrepancy with experiment. In g
eral the 132→101 E3 transition strengths are not repr
duced by the calculations when an effectiveE3 neutron
charge of 1.0 is used. They are the first octupole transiti
found in light Sn isotopes. Especially theE3 decay of the
132

2 state is very strong and cannot be interpreted as a sin
particle transition. The lower limit ofB(E3)>17 W.u. indi-
cates an admixture of the collective phonon vibration of
100Sn core to the stretched single particle 1h11/2→2d5/2 tran-
sition as known in the208Pb @22,23# and 132Sn @24# double
magic regions for appropriate single particle orbitals. Th
the strongE3 transition is observed directly in the core n
clei. The present experiments therefore establish the firs
dication of anE3 core excitation in the100Sn region. The
n

ed

r-

n
er

n

c-

nt

-

s

le-

e

e

n-

prediction of the 32 phonon energy and its strength is diffi
cult because of the treatment of particle-hole excitations
general it is expected to have at least\v354 MeV, and a
B(E3) strength of.30 W.u. Thus one expects a large a
mixture of the octupole phonon in the 132

2→101 transition,
which would further indicate comparable energies of t
phonon and the 2489 keVg ray. The coherent interaction o
protons and neutrons in identical orbitals in100Sn may cause
an effective decrease of the phonon energy and a stro
coupling to the shell model states. The microscopic struct
of the 32 particle-hole excitation in100Sn may consist of
two dominating 2p1/2

211g7/2 and 2p1/2
212d5/2 configurations,

which build the strong matrix element for the transition b
cause of their stretched coupling of single particle orb
angular momenta. To confirm this phenomenon in the100Sn
region the knowledge of the high spin states in the clo
neighbors of the core nucleus is indispensable.

V. CONCLUSION

High spin states in104Sn up to 10 MeV excitation energ
were studied inggg coincidences, andE2 andE3 transition
strengths were determined from recoil distance lifetime m
surements. Indications for a high-lying magnetic dipole ba
with shears character is found. For the first time in the100Sn
region enhancedE3 transitions were identified, which imply
a low-lying (;3 MeV! I p532 octupole phonon in100Sn.
For E2 transitions a large effective neutron charge w
found, which along with the systematics of 21 states in56Ni
and 100Sn isotones and isotopes, points to a low lying (<3
MeV! I p521 state in 100Sn. This is the first step for a sys
tematic investigation of core excitations in100Sn, which
opens the field for high precision studies with the newg
arrays EUROBALL and Gammasphere.
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